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Don’t Fight the Fed!
- Ancient Wall Street Proverb
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expected to launch in
early 2013 for
prospects and clients.

Central Bank intervention was the story in the third quarter. Following the extension of
Operation Twist (announced in June but effective in July), ground breaking actions included
the announcement of unlimited “Open Market Transactions” (OMT) by the European Central
Bank (ECB) and the announcement of a third round of quantitative easing (QE III) by the
U.S. Federal Reserve. To top things off, a massive new stimulus effort by China was also
announced. Combined, the interventions were on par with the desperate actions taken in
2009.

These actions overwhelmed a series of weak economic data, allowing stocks, as measured by
the S&P 500, to post a gain of 6.40% in the quarter. Logically, stocks should have been weak
following the first half rally, as economic factors like GDP, industrial production and durable
goods deteriorated sharply during the quarter. The gains illustrate just how addicted investors
have become to the Fed’s monetary opiates. Bonds acted somewhat more rationally. Prices
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rose (and yields fell) to record levels in July as the economic weakness became pronounced.
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However, long term bond prices actually fell with the announcement of OMT and QE III as
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bond investors focused on the long term inflationary impact of what is effectively little more
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than printing money. For the quarter, the Barclay’s Intermediate Bond Index rose 1.36%.
Such massive intervention should not instill a sense of comfort. While the announcement of
QE III – really QE IV if one includes Operation Twist in the count – was much anticipated,
the Fed made it clear the action was taken to address continued underlying economic weakness. A quick review of trends suggests activity is weakening further going into the fourth
quarter. To highlight the direction of the economy we note the following data points:
- The GDP growth rate has fallen by nearly 60% over the past year
- New orders for capital goods are 23% below the level of one year ago
- Industrial Production is nearly half of the February level
- The average hourly work week is down sharply from this point last year
- Employment remains well below previous peaks in absolute terms. Much of the
head line improvement is simply the result of people dropping out of the work force.
While the housing and auto sectors are showing signs of durable recoveries – helped in part
by the Fed’s low rate policy - demand remains subdued in many segments of the economy.
This is hardly a robust recovery, let alone a sustainable one. The stock market advance
during the past year is a testament to just how critical monetary policy has been for asset
prices.
The Fed’s support of the markets will not go away soon. Indeed, Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bernanke seemed to be channeling Buzz Lightyear after the September FOMC meeting;
effectively promising quantitative easing (QE) to infinity….and beyond! In a departure from

earlier programs, the press release announcing the action stated the FOMC will be buying approximately $40
billion of agency Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) per month as long as economic weakness remains in the
system – with no set expiration date. This intervention has given investors some breathing room, but the policy
is not without risk.
Investors have come to expect the Fed will intervene as needed (the Bernanke put). Many investors now take far
more risk for far less reward than they would under normal conditions. The wholesale pushing of investors into
risky assets in the name of removing risk from the system is probably the most glaring example of how monetary
policy is distorting markets. Longer term, the outright monetization of runaway budget deficits runs the risk of
debasing the currency and/or igniting inflationary pressures.
The bond market is keenly aware of these risks and long term interest rates initially spiked higher following the
announcement of QE III. Many view the policy as tantamount to printing money, especially given the staggering
fiscal deficit being run by the nation. Rates have since moderated due to a combination of weaker economic data
and the recognition of the folly of trying to fight the Fed, at least in the short term.
Stock prices have risen to new post-Crisis highs even though the economy is still not growing robustly. Furthermore, corporate earnings seem to be flattening as input costs rise and margins fall. All things equal, this suggests
markets may have gone too far. As we move into the fourth quarter and towards a new year, we need to see an
improvement in both final real demand and a resolution of the looming fiscal problems facing the industrialized
world. Unfortunately, many leading economic indicators for the US economy have worsened in the past quarter
and suggest more weakness will be forthcoming. These trends have not been fully reflected in asset prices.
If runaway budget deficits and looming tax hikes are not enough, investors must also consider the impact of
further geo-political problems, especially in Europe. As we have seen, concessions are easy to get at the Prime
Minister level but are harder to implement at the Parliamentary level. Risks from the Middle East and Asia also
remain elevated. While these global risks are all well known, most are only partially discounted into market
prices.
There is almost a blind faith assumption that politicians will solve the fiscal cliff and geo-political issues before
we have a crisis. It is likely that most investors recognize the US economy is being distorted and propped up by
extraordinary monetary and fiscal policy intervention, yet most seem to willingly accept that everything is fine for
now, and that the Fed will save us if it is not.
Of course, market corrections occur when investor sentiment swings from assuming everything will be fine to the
recognition there is a real problem. Investors will eventually realize the Fed has no more tools left or that the
massive efforts of Fed intervention must eventually be unwound. We don’t know the exact time, but we know that
it will happen. At times like these it pays to maintain investment discipline with tight risk controls rather than to
extend risk by relying on further market advances based on weak (or weakening) underlying fundamentals.
Investment Strategy
Our investment strategy is driven by our long term views of the economy and the prospects of the individual companies we follow. It is rare that we are faced with the challenging confluence of short term events such as those
we face today. Within one month, markets will be impacted by the outcome of the U.S. elections (regardless of
who wins). Within three months, markets will be impacted by a series of sharp tax increases and the fallout over
how Congress deals with the “fiscal cliff” issue and related budget cuts. Within six months, markets will be

impacted by the annual round of budget negotiations and elections in Europe (definite) and the likely culmination
of a regional crisis somewhere in the world (probable).
The uncertainty created by these events has prompted us to raise the risk premia used in our models, making it
harder to find stocks that meet our investment criteria. We have carried more cash in client accounts as a result. This
is not a market timing move, but rather a discounting of the risk we see into the prices of stocks we seek to buy.
We continue to remain defensive with client portfolios. We have been adding to defensive names while trimming
holdings of the shares of more economically sensitive companies. Even in volatile markets and through varying
economic conditions, certain stocks outperform the market by producing strong business results. While we remain
defensive in our positioning, we constantly search to find businesses with the potential to post such results, and we
continue to find those compelling investment opportunities today.
The macro conditions driving equity markets are also impacting fixed income markets, as evidenced by the rising
correlation of the two asset classes over the past few years. We continue to search for, and find, bonds with strong
investment prospects.
We remain optimistic about select bonds despite the move in interest rates. Bond prices are being pushed up by
Federal Reserve purchases of Treasuries and MBS and continued strong demand for spread product by retail investors. The case can certainly be made that current rate levels are unsustainable without a severe worsening of the
situation in Europe or a relapse of the U.S. economy into a severe recession.
While this is good news for prices of current holdings, reinvestment rates for income and maturities will continue
to fall. We expect little price movement with this backdrop and will continue to emphasize higher yielding opportunities over total return plays. This will continue to entail a focus on buying lower rated bonds (BBB instead of
AAA), securities from the subordinated end of the capital structure (junior debt, preferred stock, subordinated
structures, etc.), and the securities of companies facing quantifiable headline risk. Longer term tax-free bonds
continue to offer value to many investors although long term interest rate risks have increased with QE III.
As always, we welcome your questions and comments.
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BASED ON OUR FORCAST FOR THE ECONOMY, STOCK
PRICES AT RISK OVER THE NEXT 6-12 MONTHS
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THE CHALLENGE FOR POLICYMAKERS: SPURRING
ECONOMIC GROWTH WITH A RISING DEBT TO GDP RATIO
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WITH NO ACTION BY CONGRESS, THE FISCAL CLIFF IS
ROUGHLY $696BN IN CY 2013, OR 4.4 PERCENT OF GDP
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